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MAIWliTS FOR THE PROTON STORAGE RING AT LOS A1,AMOS

Alex Harvey
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

R&um6 - L’Anneau d’Accumulation de Protons ~ Los Alamos garnira les protons &
-V venant de 1‘acc61&ateur LAMPF. Les aimants sent, pour la plupart, actionn~s
par le courant continu, et sent de bon qualite. Charact&istiques spdciales comprsnd
la construction des laminations pour un ~imant de 36° de courbe utilizant une barre
droite; des aimants septums avec l’isolaticm de verre “sol-gel;” et une dipole
d’haute pente pour la conversion des particles H- ~ H“ pour insdrtion cians
l’anneau.

Abstract - The Proton Storage Ring at Los Alamos will store 800-MeV protons from the
UWKccelerator. The magnets are mostly dc excited, of high quality. Special
features include construction of a curved 36° laminated dipole core on a straight
reference basr, septum magnets with so?-gel glassy insulation, an~ a high-gradient
dipole to strip H- to Ho for injection.

The Proton Storaqe Ring (PSR)[l] now under construction at Los Alamos, New Mexico,
will take H- particles at 800 MeV from the LAMPF accelerator, and store them as
protons, in either one long bunch per turn or six short bunches per turn, before they
are extracted to a spallation target. The PSR is 28 m tn diameter, comprising ten
1.2-T dipoles and twenty 180-nrn-bore quadruples with 4.5-T/m gradient, in a OOFO
structure.

The dipole magnets were made of 1.5-mm-thick low-carbon-steel laminations, to achieve
reproducible magnetic properties from magnet to magnet by shuffling laminations from
the various heats required to produce the 150 tons of steel used. Because the mag-
nets bend the particles 36°, they are curved, and a significant factor in achieving
the 0.05-mm tolerance to the specified 4.058-m radius of the magnet was the use of a
straight stacking bar for the core. This close tolerance was required because the
pole faces are shimmed to achieve a flat field from the minimum-sized magnet. Mating
with the bar is a notch In tne bottom of each lamination, with the location of the
center of the notch in the nth lamir)ation given by

{

l,?

dn =dl + 1/2 4R2 - ~L - t(2n - l)ly2 - l/2~4R2 - (L - t)21 ,

where
R is the st~cked core radius (4.058 m),
L is the overall core stack length (2.203 m), and
t is the mean stack lenatb per lamination, measured under the final core load

of 75 tons.

The advantage of this Innovative scheme[2~ 1s, of course, that laminations do not
move relativo to their neighbors as the core Is compressed. The notch is cut In the
lamlnat{on, usinq a digital r~ad-out positioning table, at a wo~kstation adjacent to
the stackinq fixture. Figure 1 showc the first dlDole, with a measurlnq caIl In the
aperture. The two-dimensional field 1S uniform tO 1 part In 104 over 105-IIRIdiam,
In excellent agreement With M1RT[3~ calculations.

To measure these, and other, dipoles, a three-axis point-by-point mapplnq machine has
been constructed (Flq. 2). Capable of covering a volume of 0.5mby 0.5 mby 2 m In



Fig. 1. PSR main ring dipole. Fig. 2. Three-axis measuring machine.

variable increments, the device is controlled by an LSI-1 i microcomputer. The
“point” measurinq coil~41 can be oriented to read the ), Y, or Z component of the
magnetic field. Ana,rt from some temperature sensitivity)’in the v-to-f convertor[51
and its associated integrating counter, this device is op?rating satisfactorily.

The ring quadruples must be high quality, but are short (about O.S-m effective
lergth). The pole-tip design was accomplished by transforming the quadruple to
dipole geometry, shimming the pole face using MIRT, and then transforming back to
quadruple. Ouodecapole is eliminated by adding cylin~irical shim stacks at the
appropriate[61 places on the pole ends.

The injection and extraction beaml-ines associated with the PSR have dipoles and
quadruples with less demanding fiQld quality. However, we have found it advimta-
geous to require harmonic analysis of the quadruples, with a limit or~ sextupole of
O.l%of the quadruple. This not only checks the symmetry of the iron construction,
but also identifies coils with errors in the nUmber of turns--a problem with some
quadruples. In Fig. 3 earl be seen a heamline quadrupol{!, 155-mm bore (with very
low sextuple!), and pole-end chamfers to minimize duodecap~le.r7]

Septum maqnets in the extraction system have current densities up to 88 A/mm.[2]
insulation systems being considered far the septum conducl:ors are porcelain enamel
(0.2-mm thick) and ~o?-gel glassr81 (0.OS-mm thick). The sol-qel technique is
attractive because of the very thin Insulation layer possible. It is impermeable to
moisture and has the r~dlation-resistance of qlass, as well as its $igh temperature
capability. The prccedure for applyincj tle coatinq comprises oxidizing the copper
surface to promote boodinq, spraylnq on the glass in a solvent base, dryinq the coat-
ing tc a gel, and firing the conductor in eir. The model s?ptum showr~ in Flq. 4 is
used to evaluate techniques to control leakaqe fields, such as coil extensions, fer-
romaqnr?tic shields And compensation windings.[~1

As part.of the iniectior s,ystrn, there fs a hiqh-qraclient (lOO--(/m) dipole of 10-mm
aperture to strip the H- ~cms to H“,rldl for Insertion i~to the ring thro~~gh a
hole iflthe return yoke of a rirrq dipole. Althouqh a resistive electromagnet is
feasible, some consideration is being qiven to a samarium-:obalt permal)ent magnet
for this application.



Fig. 3. 155-rImbeamline quadruple. F(g. 4. Septum development model.

Most of the magnet components of PSR are manufactured by industry (the $epta are the
exception). Costs for these procurements are qiven In Table 1; tooling is not
included.

Magnet

80-mm quadru~ole

100-mm quadruple

100-mm quadruple

100-mm quadruple

155-mm quadruple

180-mm quadr~,pole

100-mm dipole

Main rlnq dipoles

127-mm dipole

127-mm dipole

Number

4

4

9

9

13

21

5

11

1

1

Table I

Oesignationrll]

3QN 14/5

40 20/2

4 Q 20/4

4Q 20/4

6Q 24/6

7C 16 F/4

Ii13 IV 62/4

H 12 LV 97 R/12

H l(iV 74/9

A 16 V :6/C

Weight
. (kg)

409

871

~/~o

519

1584

1733

2A75

14 G51

9208

4703

cost
$K per unit

6.5

8.5

9.1

7.2

1(-105

12.7

16.0

89.0

34.6

25.0
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